where V(M) is the total W u class of 1V1 m, [M] is the mod 2 fundamental homology class in Hm(Mm, Z/2), K2i~H2i(F/TOP, Z/2) is the Sullivan-Kervaire class and H: F/O-~F/TOP is the natural map. When m is even, the formula above enables us to write down the surgery obstruction for v(cp) I Pm in terms of the Kervaire classes of v(~o). Giffen, in his works on Brieskorn involutions on homotopy spheres bounding parallelizable manifolds ( [4] , [5] ), showed that in these examples all the Kervaire classes in different degrees (up to the dimension of the manifold) are either all zero or all nonzero.
So we may ask if simultaneous vanishing or non-vanishing of the Kervaire classes occurs for arbitrary free involutions on a homotopy n-sphere En that bound a parallelizable (n+1)-manifold when nil mod 4. Another motivation for the present work comes from the problem of Dovermann, Masuda and Schultz ( [3] , 4.12). They ask for a reasonable estimate of M(q) such that the restriction map We shall give a geometric application of Theorem B. Let n be an integer such that n m 1 mod 4 and neither n -1 nor n+3 is a power of 2. Consider a smooth free involution T on a homotopy n-sphere ~A bounding a parallelizable manifold.
Then we have a homotopy equivalence cp : /T-SF. The normal map v(~o) of ~o extends to a normal map f : pA+1--~F/O since' bounds a parallelizable manifold.
Then EA is diffeomorphic to the standard (resp. Kervaire) sphere if and only if the surgery obstruction for f is zero (resp. nonzero). Let e be the 2-order of n+3, i.e. n +3 =2e(2s +1) for some integer s. By the characteristic variety formula, the surgery obstruction of f is zero (resp. non-zero) if and only if the class f *H*K2e _2 is zero (resp. nonzero).
From the assumption that n+3 is not a power of 2, we have n>_3.2e-~-2.
It is known that the Browder-Livesay desuspension obstruction for the involution T coincides with the surgery obstruction for v(cp) I Pn-3 ([8], III.3). The vanishing of this obstruction is equivalent to the vanishing of the class f *H*K2q _2, where q is the 2-order of n-3.
And by the assumption, n>_3.2q-1-2 also holds. Theorem B implies that the two classes f *H*K2e_2 and f *H*K2q_2 vanish or do not vanish simultaneously.
Thus we have deduced COROLLARY C. Let n-1 mod 4 and suppose that neither n-1 nor n+3 is a power o f 2. Then any smooth free involution on the standard sphere Sn desuspends. Equivalently any free involution on the Kervaire n-sphere does not desuspend"
Before we proceed further, let us fix the notations that will be used in later sections.
First we have the fibrations of classifying spaces :
These sequences are combined to give the commutative diagram
Let K4, 2EH4i+2(F/TOP, Z/2) be the Kervaire class. The image of K4z+2 by the map H*: H42+2(F/TOP, Z/2)--~H4~+2(F/0, Z/2) will be denoted by k42+2, which is known to vanish unless i±1 is a power of 2 ([2]). We shall write L+2==2*(k4+2)eH4t+2(Cok ~iJ(2), Z/2). In degree 2, k2=0 since Cok J(2, is 5-connected. We shall always work in the 2-local category and all the cohomology coefficients are Z/2 and will be omitted. PROOF. H7(Cok J~2,) is generated by Sghks (see e. g. [7] ). Suppose that W87) is not zero. Then (A'~ f)*a*(w8)=x7 where Q* : H*(BSF)-H*(SF) is the cohomology suspension. Since (~')*Q*w8 must be nonzero, we have (2')*Q*w8 N =Sq'ks . On the other f *~`*Q*w$ = f *Sg1ks = Sg1f *k6 = 0 since Sg1H6(Pn)=0. This is a contradiction.
Recall that for a stable spherical fibration a~, the Stiefel-Whitney class wi(g) is characterized by Sg1(U(~)) = wi(1)'\JU(i))
where U(rl)EH°(M(rl)) is the (stable) Thom class.
LEMMA 5. Let , be a stable spherical fibration over EPT with w2(0=O for 0~j<3. Then w(i)=0 for all i>0.
PROOF. Let u=U(a2)EH°(M(1))) be the Thom class. Since the elements of the form Sq2' generate A as an algebra, we have only to show that Sq2' u =0 for all j>0. Assume that Sg2'u=0 for all j <r (r?3). We use a famous decomposition of Sg2r+~ by secondary cohomology operations due to Adams [1] :
where deg(ai, j, r)=2r+~-2i-2j+1 and the summation runs over 0 i< j mar, i+1:~ j. We have ~~, j(u)EH2~+23 -1(M(~)) which has generator Qx2i+2'-2Uu and maps ,1(u) into H2r+'(M( O) whose generator is ax2r+1.1Uu. By the inductive assumption, a1,, r annihilates u and so ai ,j, r(Qx27+2)-2vu) = (a1, rx2~+2'~2)Uu. This is zero by Lemma 3, since a(2r+1-1)=r+1>a(2i+2j--2).
Therefore each Since er is primitive, the second term in the right hand side of the above expression is zero. The termi2(Sg2r)h is nonzero if and only if i=r and j=0 and12(Sgl)hj(1®Acr) is nonzero if and only if i=0 and j=r.
This shows that (z', d1) defines °, ,.. LEMMA 7. Let be a stable spherical fibration over ~Pn with vanishing Stiefel-Whitney classes. Then both ~r,rU(rj) and (p°, rU (1)) have total indeterminacy zero.
PROOF. For r, rU(1)), the indeterminacy is contained in ~Sg2r+1_2kH2k-1(M(rl)). This is zero since Sg2r+ _2k(Qx2k_2UU(r))) = 0 for k r .
As to o°, r(U(r2)), the total indeterminacy is
which is also zero.
LEMMA $. Let be as in Lemma 7 and suppose that b j , j(u)=0 for all j <r and P°, j(u)=0 for all jrr for some integer r>0, where u is the Thom class of r~. Then we have (Pr, r(u)=0.
PROOF. Let 2r , r, r = (bi, j ~A)
be an element of C2 such that ezr, r, r is dual to hr where the summation runs over 0_<i_< jr, i+1~ j as usual, zr, r, r induces a relation br, r~r, r(u)+ b1,1, (u) = 0, O<i<jsr,i+l j where bi, j has degree 3.2r-2i-2j (>0) and maps H2Z+2'-1(M(~1)) to H3'2r-1(M(a~)). Since a(21+2j-2)=i<a(3.2r-2)=r, it follows that bi, jH21+2'-1(11())=0 by Lemma 3. Hence br, r(u)=0.
On the other, we have Y 1 -h r(ez r, r, r) -1/ (br, r) and this implies that br, r=Sg2r+decomposables. This shows that br, r maps Her+1-1(M(r~)) isomorphically onto H3'2r-1(M(, )) proving that 1r, r(u)=0. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. As for the total indeterminacy, the result is already shown in Lemma 7. So we shall only prove that ~r, r(U(l2 f))=0. Let u=U(a) f)c-H°(M(7) f)) be the Thom class of v f. We shall prove that for all r such that 3.2r-2<_ n, °, r(u)=0 and Y~r, r(u)=0 hold. The assertion is true for r=0.
For r=1, we have only to show that D1,1(u) =0. But this follows from the previous lemma. So we proceed inductively and assume that for r>_2 we have shown P0 ,;(u)=0 and ~;,/u)=0 for all j<r. Case r=2: Let zo, 0,2 = b0, 0e0, 0+b0, 2e0, 2+b1, 1c1,1 be an element of degree 6 such that 0z0 , 0, 2 is dual to hoh2. Then by the inductive assumption we have a relation b0,20,2(u) ~= 0.
On the other, since 0z0, 0, 2 is dual to hoh2 we have 1-h0 2(JZO , 0, 2) _ c1(bo, 2) . Therefore b0, 2=Sq1 and b0,2 maps H4(M(~ f)) isomorphically onto H5(M7)f)). Thus we must have 'P0,2(u) =0. Hence by Lemma 8, we proved that tD2,2(u)=0.
The case when r=3 is similar. Just consider z0, 0, 3=~;bi, jci,; such that 0z0 , 0, 3 is dual to h o h 3.
Case r>_4: Consider the element z0, 2, r = C2 0_si<jsr,1+1*) of degree 2r+5 such that 0z0,2, r is dual to hoh2hr.
The element bi,, is of degree 2r-2i-2j±5, so the term i=j=r does not appear. This element and the assumption of the present lemma imply the relation bo, r~o, r(u)+ !~ b,,2(u)=O. i0 <i<j~r,i+1#j
we have bi, JH22+21-1(M(71 f))=0 from Lemma 3, since ord2(2i+2j-2) > ord2(2r+3) = 0.
Hence b0, r~O, r(u)=0. On the other hand, since 1= hoh2hr(ez0,2, r) _i(b0, r) we have b0 , r = Sg4+ iSg3Sg1 (p EE Z/2) .
This shows that b0, r maps H27'(&1(7 )f)) isomorphically onto Her+4(M(7) f)). Therefore r(u)=0 and Lemma 8 implies that 1r, r(u)=0. 
